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DEVICE AND METHOD FOR MARGIN 
TESTING A SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY 
BY APPLYING A STRESSING VOLTAGE 

SIMULTANEOUSLY TO COMPLEMENTARY 
AND TRUE DIGIT LINES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. No. 
09/897,360, ?led Jul. 2, 2001, now US. Pat. No. 6,327,201, 
Which is a continuation of application Ser. No. 09/583,478, 
?led May 31, 2000, now US. Pat. No. 6,256,242, issued Jul. 
3, 2001, Which is a continuation of application Ser. No. 
09/392,154, ?led Sep. 8, 1999, now US. Pat. No. 6,101,139, 
issued Aug. 8, 2000, Which is continuation of application 
Ser. No. 09/026,244, ?led Feb. 19, 1998, now US. Pat. No. 
6,002,622, issued Dec. 14, 1999. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

This invention relates in general to semiconductor memo 
ries and, more speci?cally, to devices and methods for 
margin testing a semiconductor memory by, for example, 
equilibrating all complementary and true digit lines of the 
memory to ground simultaneously during a test mode. 

2. State of the Art 

As shoWn in FIG. 1, one conventional method for margin 
testing a sub-array 10 of a semiconductor memory begins 
With storing a supply voltage VCC on all memory cell 
capacitors 12 of the sub-array 10. This is accomplished by 
Writing logical “1” bits to memory cells attached to true digit 
lines D0, D1, etc. using sense ampli?ers 14 and even roW 
lines R0, R2, etc., and by Writing logical “0” bits to memory 
cells attached to complementary digit lines D0*, D1*, etc. 
using the sense ampli?ers 14 and odd roW lines R1, R3, etc. 
A cell plate voltage DVC2 equal to one-half the supply 
voltage VCC is applied to the cell plate of each memory cell 
capacitor 12. 

Once each memory cell capacitor 12 has stored the supply 
voltage VCC, the roW line R0, for example, is ?red, causing 
the memory cells attached to the roW line R0 to dump their 
stored charge from their memory cell capacitors 12 onto the 
true digit lines D0, D1, etc. This causes the sense ampli?ers 
14 to pull each of the true digit lines D0, D1, etc. up to the 
supply voltage VCC, and to pull each of the complementary 
digit lines D0*, D1*, etc. doWn to ground. As a result, a full 
VCC-to-ground voltage drop is imposed across NMOS 
access devices 16 of the memory cells attached to the 
complementary digit lines D0*, D1*, etc. The VCC-to 
ground voltage drop is maintained across the NMOS access 
devices 16 for a predetermined refresh interval of typically 
about 150 to 200 milliseconds This stresses any 
“leaky” NMOS access devices 16 and causes any such 
NMOS access devices 16 to lose signi?cant charge from 
their memory cell capacitors 12 to the complementary digit 
lines D0*, D1*, etc. to Which they are attached. 

Once the predetermined refresh interval is over, all of the 
memory cells attached to the complementary digit lines 
D0*, D1*, etc. are read. Any of these cells that read out a 
logical “1” bit as a result of leaking excessive charge, instead 
of reading out the logical “0” bit they originally stored, are 
?agged as failing the margin test. 

Once the memory cells attached to the complementary 
digit lines D0*, D1*, etc. have been tested, the memory cells 
attached to the true digit lines D0, D1, etc. are tested by 
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2 
?ring the roW line R1, for example. This causes the memory 
cells attached to the roW line R1 to dump their stored charge 
from their memory cell capacitors 12 onto the complemen 
tary digit lines D0*, D1*, etc. In turn, this causes the sense 
ampli?ers 14 to pull each of the complementary digit lines 
D0*, D1*, etc. up to the supply voltage VCC, and to pull each 
of the true digit lines D0, D1, etc. doWn to ground. As a 
result, a full VCC-to-ground voltage drop is imposed across 
NMOS access devices 18 of the memory cells attached to the 
true digit lines D0, D1, etc. The VCC-to-ground voltage drop 
is maintained across the NMOS access devices 18 for 
another predetermined refresh interval of about 150 to 200 
ms. This stresses any “leaky” NMOS access devices 18 and 
causes any such NMOS access devices 18 to lose signi?cant 
charge from their memory cell capacitors 12 to the true digit 
lines D0, D 1, etc. to Which they are attached. 

Once the predetermined refresh interval is over, all of the 
memory cells attached to the true digit lines D0, D1, etc. are 
read. Any of these cells that read out a logical “0” bit as a 
result of leaking excessive charge, instead of reading out the 
logical “1” bit they originally stored, are ?agged as failing 
the margin test. 

This conventional margin testing method thus typically 
takes tWo predetermined refresh intervals of about 150 to 
200 ms. each to complete. Since roW lines in different 
sub-arrays in a semiconductor memory typically cannot be 
?red simultaneously because the addressing of the roW lines 
is local to their respective sub-arrays, this conventional 
method cannot be used on more than one sub-array at a time. 
As a result, in a semiconductor memory containing four 
sub-arrays, for example, the conventional method described 
above takes approximately 1.2 to 1.6 seconds to complete. 
Because of the large number of semiconductor memories 
that typically require margin testing during production, it 
Would be desirable to ?nd a margin testing method that can 
be completed more quickly than the method described 
above. 

As shoWn in FIG. 2, another conventional method for 
margin testing a semiconductor memory has been devised to 
conduct margin tests more quickly than the method 
described above. In this method, a sense ampli?er 20 
includes equilibrating NMOS transistors 22 Which equili 
brate true and complementary digit line pairs D0, D0*, etc. 
to a bias voltage VBIAS on an equilibrate bias node 23 in 
response to an equilibrate signal EQ. It should be understood 
that an “equilibrate bias node” is a node to Which a cell plate 
is coupled, and from Which a bias voltage is globally 
distributed for use by equilibrating transistors throughout a 
semiconductor memory. 

When the semiconductor memory is not in a margin test 
mode, a test mode signal TESTMODE is inactive, so that a 
PMOS transistor 24 is on and the bias voltage VBIAS on the 
equilibrate bias node 23 is equal to the cell plate voltage 
DVC2 on the cell plate 25. When the semiconductor 
memory is in a margin test mode, the test mode signal 
TESTMODE is active so that the PMOS transistor 24 
isolates the equilibrate bias node 23 from the cell plate 25, 
and so an NMOS transistor 26 connects the equilibrate bias 
node 23 to a probe pad 28 positioned on the exterior of the 
semiconductor memory. A stressing voltage, such as ground, 
can then be applied to the probe pad 28 during margin 
testing to simultaneously stress memory cells attached to 
both the true and complementary digit lines D0, D0*, etc. 

Because the method described immediately above does 
not require the ?ring of any roW lines in order to stress 
memory cells, all cells in a semiconductor memory can be 
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stressed at once using this method. As a result, this method 
only requires one predetermined refresh period to complete 
testing, no matter hoW many sub-arrays a semiconductor 
memory contains. Thus, the method dramatically improves 
the speed With Which margin testing can be completed. 

Unfortunately, the method described above With respect 
to FIG. 2 has proven dif?cult to implement because the 
PMOS transistor 24 generally does not reliably isolate the 
equilibrate bias node 23 from the cell plate 25. In addition, 
the probe pad 28 has proven to be a cumbersome addition to 
the exterior of a semiconductor memory. 

Therefore, there is a need in the art for a device and 
method for margin testing a semiconductor memory that 
avoid the problems associated With the probe pad method 
described above While still providing a rapid margin testing 
device and method. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Circuitry, in accordance With the invention for margin 
testing a semiconductor memory, such as a Dynamic Ran 
dom Access Memory (DRAM), includes sWitching circuits 
formed Within the memory. Each sWitching circuit can be 
conveniently incorporated into a sense ampli?er of the 
memory, and each is associated With a pair of digit lines of 
the memory to Which it selectively applies a stressing 
voltage at substantially the same time during a margin test 
mode of the memory. The stressing voltage can be ground 
When all the memory cells of the memory store a supply 
voltage level during the margin test, or it can be at the supply 
voltage level When all the memory cells store a ground 
voltage level during the margin test. The sWitching circuits 
can apply the stressing voltage to the digit line pairs through 
equilibrating circuitry in the sense ampli?ers into Which they 
can be incorporated, or can apply the stressing voltage 
through other means. Also, isolating circuitry can be pro 
vided to isolate the digit line pairs during the margin test 
from an equilibrate bias node of the memory from Which 
they normally receive a digit line equilibrating bias voltage, 
such as a cell plate voltage or the supply voltage. The 
inventive margin testing circuitry thus stresses all memory 
cells in the memory at the same time Without the need to ?re 
individual roW lines in different sub-arrays. As a result, it 
substantially reduces the time it takes to complete a margin 
test of the memory. Also, by positioning the sWitching 
circuits Within the memory, the inventive margin testing 
circuitry avoids the cumbersome nature of the external probe 
pad of prior margin testing devices. 

In other embodiments of the invention, a semiconductor 
memory, an electronic system, and a semiconductor sub 
strate (e.g., a semiconductor Wafer) incorporate the inven 
tive margin testing circuitry described above. 

In another embodiment of the invention—a method of 
margin testing a DRAM—a high voltage level is stored in 
memory cells of the DRAM. Equilibrating circuitry in sense 
ampli?ers of the DRAM is isolated from an equilibrate bias 
node of the DRAM and from a cell plate voltage thereon, 
and a ground voltage from Within the DRAM is applied to 
the equilibrating circuitry in each sense ampli?er. Digit line 
pairs of the DRAM are then equilibrated to the ground 
voltage using the equilibrating circuitry in each sense 
ampli?er, and the digit line pairs are held at the ground 
voltage for a predetermined refresh interval in order to stress 
the memory cells of the DRAM, Which are attached to the 
digit line pairs. After the predetermined refresh interval has 
passed, all the memory cells of the DRAM are read to 
identify those that have failed the margin test. The refresh 
interval may be, for eXample, about 150 to 200 milliseconds. 
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4 
In still another embodiment of the invention—a method 

of testing a semiconductor memory—a substantially identi 
cal logic voltage is stored in all memory cells of the 
semiconductor memory. Also, digit line pairs of the semi 
conductor memory that are attached to the memory cells are 
isolated from a digit line equilibrating bias voltage. This is 
accomplished by deactivating an NMOS transistor coupled 
betWeen the bias voltage and the digit line pairs, or by failing 
to activate equilibrate circuitry coupled betWeen the bias 
voltage and the digit line pairs that normally is activated 
during memory operations of the semiconductor memory. A 
stressing voltage from Within the semiconductor memory 
that is substantially different than the logic voltage stored in 
the memory cells is then applied to all the digit lines of all 
the digit line pairs at substantially the same time, thereby 
stressing the memory cells. The digit line pairs are held at 
the stressing voltage for a predetermined interval, and all the 
memory cells of the semiconductor memory are then read to 
identify those that have failed the test. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic and block diagram illustrating a 
conventional method for margin testing a semiconductor 
memory; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating another prior art 
method for margin testing a semiconductor memory; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic and block diagram illustrating 
circuitry for margin testing a Dynamic Random Access 
Memory (DRAM) according to the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a more detailed schematic vieW of the circuitry 
of FIG. 3; 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an electronic system includ 
ing a memory device that incorporates the DRAM and 
circuitry of FIG. 3; and 

FIG. 6 is a diagram of a semiconductor Wafer that 
incorporates the DRAM and circuitry of FIG. 3. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

As shoWn in FIG. 3, the invention includes margin testing 
circuitry (see FIG. 4) incorporated into sense ampli?ers 30 
of a Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) 32 or other 
semiconductor memory. It should be understood by those 
having skill in the technical ?eld of the invention that the 
margin testing circuitry may be directly connected to digit 
lines D0, D0*, D1, D1*, etc. of the DRAM 32 instead of 
being incorporated into the sense ampli?ers 30, or may be 
incorporated into other circuitry of the DRAM 32 that is 
connected to the digit lines D0, D0*, D1, D1*, etc. 
A margin test is performed on the DRAM 32 in accor 

dance With the invention by ?rst storing a supply voltage 
VCC level in the storage capacitors 34 of the DRAM 32 
using the sense ampli?ers 30, digit lines D0, D0*, D1, D1*, 
etc., roW lines R0, R1, R2, R3, etc., and NMOS access 
devices 36 of memory cells of the DRAM 32. An active 
margin test mode signal GNDDIGTM* then causes the 
sense ampli?ers 30 to ground the digit lines D0, D0*, D1, 
D1*, etc. for a predetermined refresh interval of about 150 
to 200 milliseconds. Of course, longer or shorter refresh 
intervals may also be used. Grounding the digit lines D0, 
D0*, D1, D1*, etc. stresses the NMOS access devices 36 
With a VCC-to-ground voltage drop, causing any of the 
NMOS access devices 36 that are leaky to leak charge. 

After the predetermined refresh interval has passed, all the 
memory cells of the DRAM 32 are read. Any that leaked 
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sufficient charge to read out at a loW voltage level rather than 
at the supply voltage VCC level they originally stored are 
then identi?ed as having failed the margin test. 

It should be understood that the invention grounds all 
digit lines D0, D0*, D1, D1*, etc. at the same time Without 
the need to ?re any of the roW lines R0, R1, R2, R3, etc. As 
a result, the invention margin tests all sub-arrays Within the 
DRAM 32 at the same time, in contrast to the traditional 
margin test method previously described. 

It should also be understood that stressing voltages other 
than ground may be applied to the digit lines D0, D0*, D1, 
D1*, etc. during a margin test, and that, accordingly, differ 
ent voltages may be stored on the storage capacitors 34 to 
begin the margin test. For example, the storage capacitors 34 
may store a ground voltage level While a supply voltage VCC 
level is uniformly applied to the digit lines D0, D0*, D1, 
D1*, etc. to stress the NMOS access devices 36. 

As shoWn in FIG. 4, one of the sense ampli?ers 30 
includes equilibrating NMOS transistors 40 for equilibrating 
the voltage on the digit lines D0, D0*. During normal 
memory operations, the margin test mode signal GND 
DIGTM* is inactive, Which causes an isolating NMOS 
transistor 42 to be active and couple the equilibrating NMOS 
transistors 40 to an equilibrate bias node 44 connected to the 
cell plate voltage DVC2. During the margin test mode, the 
margin test mode signal GNDDIGTM* is active, causing the 
isolating NMOS transistor 42 to isolate the equilibrating 
NMOS transistors 40 from the equilibrate bias node 44, and 
causing a PMOS sWitching transistor 46 to turn on and 
activate an NMOS sWitching transistor 48, thereby applying 
a ground voltage to the equilibrating NMOS transistors 40. 
In response to an active equilibrate signal EQ, the equili 
brating NMOS transistors 40 in turn apply the ground 
voltage to the digit lines D0 and D0* simultaneously. 

It should be noted that because the invention does not 
attempt to isolate the equilibrate bias node 44 from the cell 
plate voltage DVC2, but rather provides an isolating NMOS 
transistor 42 for each sense ampli?er 30 to individually 
isolate each pair of digit lines from the equilibrate bias node 
44, the invention provides a more reliable margin test 
method than the knoWn probe pad method previously 
described, Which does attempt to isolate the equilibrate bias 
node 44 from the cell plate voltage DVC2 and the cell plate. 

In an alternative system as described above, in Which the 
sWitching transistors 46 and 48 are directly connected to 
digit lines D0 and D0* rather than being connected through 
equilibrating NMOS transistors 40, or are incorporated into 
circuitry other than the sense ampli?er 30 that is directly 
connected to the digit lines D0 and D0*, an alternative 
method for isolating the digit lines D0 and D0* from the 
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equilibrate bias node 44 in accordance With the invention 
involves not activating the equilibrate signal EQ. 

As shoWn in FIG. 5, an electronic system 50 in accor 
dance With the invention includes an input device 52, an 
output device 54, a processor device 56, and a memory 
device 58 incorporating the DRAM 32 of FIG. 3. As shoWn 
in FIG. 6, the DRAM 32 of FIG. 3 is fabricated on a 
semiconductor Wafer 60. Of course, it should be understood 
that semiconductor substrates other than a semiconductor 
Wafer also fall Within the scope of the present invention, 
including, for example, Silicon-on-Sapphire (SOS) 
substrates, Silicon-on-Glass (SOG) substrates, and Silicon 
on-Insulator (SOI) substrates. 

Although the present invention has been described With 
reference to particular embodiments, the invention is not 
limited to these described embodiments. Rather, the inven 
tion is limited only by the appended claims, Which include 
Within their scope all equivalent devices or methods that 
operate according to the principles of the invention as 
described. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A semiconductor device having a memory comprising: 

at least one memory array including a plurality of memory 
cells and a plurality of pairs of true and complementary 
digit lines coupled to the plurality of memory cells; and 

a plurality of sense ampli?ers, each sense ampli?er of the 
plurality of sense ampli?ers including: 

isolating circuitry coupled betWeen an equilibrate bias 
node of the memory and one pair of digit lines of the 
plurality of pairs of digit lines of the at least one 
memory array isolating the one pair of digit lines from 
the equilibrate bias node and a cell plate voltage 
thereon during a margin test mode of the memory, the 
cell plate voltage including one of a voltage less than a 
supply voltage and a voltage substantially the same as 
the supply voltage; and 

sWitching circuitry coupled to the one pair of digit lines 
providing a ground voltage thereto during the margin 
test mode for stressing all of the plurality of memory 
cells of the at least one memory array substantially 
simultaneously. 

2. The semiconductor device of claim 1, Wherein the 
sWitching circuitry comprises one or more NMOS transis 
tors. 

3. The semiconductor device of claim 1, Wherein the cell 
plate voltage comprises one-half of the supply voltage of the 
memory. 
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